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The interaction of charged particles and photons with intense electromagnetic fields gives rise to multi-photon Compton and Breit-Wheeler processes. These are usually described in the framework of the external field approximation, where the electromagnetic field is assumed to have infinite energy. However, the multi-photon nature of these processes implies the absorption of a significant number of photons, which scales as the external field amplitude cubed. As a result, the interaction of a highly charged electron bunch with an intense laser pulse can lead to significant depletion of the laser pulse energy, thus rendering the external field approximation invalid. We provide relevant estimates for this depletion and find it to become important in the interaction between fields of amplitude $a_0 \sim 10^3$ and electron bunches with charges of the order of 10 nC.

PACS numbers: 12.20.Ds, 11.15.T, 42.65.Re

The interaction of charged particles with ultra-intense electromagnetic (EM) pulses is the cornerstone of a newly emerging area of research, high intensity particle physics, located at the intersection of quantum electrodynamics (QED) and the theory of strong EM background fields. The latter significantly alter the physics of typical QED processes, leading to effects not encountered in perturbative quantum field theory. Recently, there has been a surge of interest in these processes due to the planning and realization of new laser facilities, which will be able to deliver EM pulses of unprecedented intensities to test the predictions of high intensity particle physics. Moreover, the development of compact multi-GeV laser electron accelerators adds another particle physics component necessary to carry out these studies.

Here, we will assume that the strong EM field is provided by an ultra-intense laser (pulse) with wave vector $k$, central frequency $\omega = 2\pi/\lambda$ in the optical regime and electric field magnitude $E$. The interactions of this strong field with photons and charged particles are parametrized in terms of the following parameters:

(i) the (Lorentz and gauge invariant) dimensionless amplitude of the EM vector potential, $a_0 = eE/\omega m$, (ii) the QED critical field, $E_S = m^2/e$, (iii) the strong field invariants $\chi^2_\epsilon = -e^2 (F^{\mu\nu}p_\nu)^2/m^6$ and $\chi^2_\gamma = -e^2 (F^{\mu\nu}k'_\nu)^2/m^6$. Here, $e$ and $m$ are electron charge and mass, $F_{\mu\nu}$ is the EM field tensor, while $p_\nu$ and $k'_\nu$ denote the 4-momenta of electron and photon probing the laser. The parameter $a_0$ is usually referred to as the classical nonlinearity parameter, since its physical meaning is the energy gain of an electron (in units $m$) traversing a reduced wavelength, $\lambda = 1/\omega$, of the field. For $a_0 > 1$ the electron/positron motion in such a field becomes relativistic. The parameter $E_S$ characterizes a distinct feature of QED, the ability to produce new particles from vacuum. This happens when an energy of $mc^2$ is delivered across an electron Compton wavelength, $\lambda_c = 1/m$, which is precisely achieved by $E_S$. The parameters $\chi^2_\epsilon$ and $\chi^2_\gamma$ characterizes the interaction of charged particles and photons with the strong EM field. For example, $\chi^2_\epsilon$ is the EM field strength in the electron rest frame in units of $E_S$. Quantum effects become of crucial importance when $E \approx E_S$ or $\chi^2_{\epsilon, \gamma} \sim 1$.

For large field amplitudes, $a_0 \geq 1$, the interaction of electrons/positrons and photons with strong EM fields involves the absorption of a large number of photons from the field. Clearly, these correspond to an energy loss of the laser background field, which may or may not be negligible. Revisiting the results on multi-photon Compton and Breit-Wheeler processes, we find that there is indeed a parameter range, for which depletion of the laser becomes substantial. The processes in question have recently received a lot of interest, albeit with a focus on the final states (a frequency shifted photon or electron positron pairs).

In this letter we want to change perspective and study in detail the dependence of nonlinear Compton scattering on the initial multi-photon states, that is on the number of laser photons absorbed. This will allow us to establish a threshold for the validity of the external field approximation and discuss some immediate consequences. These findings should have a direct impact on the analysis of QED backreaction on the classical EM field. It should also be of great importance for the study of EM avalanches, since background depletion will significantly alter the energy partitioning of the processes. An avalanche is formed when Compton and Breit-Wheeler processes occur subsequently in an EM field of sufficiently high intensity, resulting in an exponential growth of the number of emitted particles.

The external field approximation is valid when the number of photons absorbed from the laser, $\Delta N_\lambda$, is small compared to the total number $N_L \gg 1$ of photons in the pulse, which we take to be focussed to volume $V = \lambda^3$. A natural criterion for depletion is then provided by the equality $\Delta N_\lambda = N_L$. The number of laser photons is proportional to intensity or

---

1 We use natural units throughout: $h = c = 1$. 
field strength squared, $N_L \approx (2\pi/\alpha)(\hat{x}^2/\hat{y}^2)\alpha_0^2 \approx 2 \times 10^{14} \alpha_0^2$. Here $\alpha = e^2/4\pi \approx 1/137$ denotes the fine structure constant.

The number of absorbed photons is $\Delta N_A \approx (\Delta E/\alpha)N_T$, where $N_T$ is the number of electrons in the bunch and $\Delta E = P_{rad}T$ is the energy loss upon radiating power $P_{rad}$ per laser period $T$. This power, a Lorentz invariant, can be estimated classically by making an analogy with synchrotron radiation \[18, 19\]. In consequence, we will be able to estimate the number of photons absorbed from the field, the characteristic energy of an emitted photon and the angle of emission, implying a rather complete characterization of the processes. To this end we go to a boosted frame, where the electron is on average at rest. If the laser is circularly polarized, the electron moves on a circle like in a synchrotron with 4-velocity $u = \gamma(1, \beta_\perp, 0)$ where $\gamma^2 = (1 - \beta_\perp^2)^{-1} = 1 + \alpha_0^2$ characterizes the average rest frame (ARF). Using Larmor’s formula, the radiated power becomes $P_{rad} = -(2/3)\alpha a^2 = (2/3)\alpha \omega^2 \alpha_0^2 (1 + \alpha_0^2)$. The boost to the ARF may be realized by choosing the initial electron momentum, $p = m\gamma\beta(1, 0, 0, -\beta_\perp)$, such that its light-front component $p^\perp - m\gamma\beta = m(1 + \alpha_0^2)^{1/2} \equiv m_\perp$, with $m_\perp$ denoting the intensity-dependent effective mass. At high energy, $\gamma \gg 1$, the radiation is emitted in the plane of electron motion, which in the ARF is perpendicular to the laser axis. In the lab frame this transforms into an emission angle $\tan \theta = P_{\perp}/P_z = (2\alpha_0 m/(m_\perp - p)/[(m_\perp - p)^2 - 1]$. (1)

determined by the ratio of longitudinal and transverse momenta in the ARF. For $a_0 \ll 1$ the emission angle is $\sim 1/\gamma_e$, hence small, while for $a_0 \gg 1$ there is significant emission in the transverse direction. In the ARF, $\theta = \pi/2$. The number of absorbed photons per laser period $T = 2\pi/\omega$ is then

$$\Delta N_A = (\pi/3)\alpha_0^2 (1 + \alpha_0^2) N_T. \quad (2)$$

So for $a_0 \gg 1$, the radiated power, hence the number of absorbed photons per laser cycle, increases like $a_0^4$. From synchrotron radiation it is known that the power radiated into the $s$-th harmonic asymptotically scales like $P_s \sim s^{1/3}$ \[19\], so that the total power is $P = \sum s^0 \sim s^{4/3} \sim a_0^4$. We thus obtain the important result that the typical number of $a_0$ photons, absorbed to yield emission of a single high-energy photon, scales like $\sim a_0^3$.

Turning back to the question of beam depletion, we equate $\Delta N_A \sim N_L$ to see that depletion requires

$$a_0^2 N_T \sim 6.5 \times 10^{15}. \quad (3)$$

For an electron bunch containing a charge of 1 nC, a laser with $a_0 \approx 10^3$ is needed. For such values of $a_0$ the energy $\omega$ of the emitted photons is of the order of the electron energy gain per laser period, and the emission angle significantly deviates from $\sim 1/\gamma_e$. Thus, in this case, one expects not just significant radiation reaction with ensuing changes of the particle trajectories \[22\] but also strong recoil of the electron momentum. These features are best described in quantum theory to which we now turn.

First, we estimate the depletion threshold by taking into account the discrete nature of photon emission. While the average number of absorbed photons, $s_0$, still follows the classical scaling law $s_0 \sim a_0^3$ for $a_0 \gg 1$ \[6\], the classical formula \[2\] is replaced by

$$\Delta N_A \sim s_0 N_T (\lambda/L_C) \sim a_0^3 N_T (\lambda/L_C). \quad (4)$$

Here, $L_C$ is the radiation length of the electron in a strong EM field \[6\] so that, on average, there is one photon emission per distance $L_C$. The classical behavior \[2\] is recovered in the limit $\chi_e \ll 1$ where $L_C \sim \lambda/a_0$. In the deep quantum regime, $\chi_e \gg 1$, we employ the asymptotic expression $L_C = 0.43\lambda\gamma_e^{1/3} a_0^{2/3}$ \[6\] to obtain a quantum formula for the threshold of depletion,

$$a_0^2 N_T/(a_0 \gamma_e)^{1/3} \sim 10^{14}, \quad (5)$$

which supersedes \[3\]. Again, for an electron beam of 1 nC and $\gamma_e \approx 10^3$, a laser with intensity $a_0 \approx 10^3$ is required. Intensities of this magnitude should become reality in the near future \[2\]. The critical value of $a_0$ depends weakly on the initial electron energy ($\sim \gamma_e^{1/5}$) as shown in Fig. 1, where $a_0(\gamma_e)$ is shown for different values of $N_T$. Thus, taking quantum effects into account increases the critical value of $a_0$ needed to deplete the laser pulse for a given value of initial electron momentum. We note that, for $\chi_e \gg 1$, the depletion of the electron beam energy is quite strong \[23\]. This corresponds to the threshold for depletion of the laser beam going down from \[5\] to \[3\], as illustrated in Fig. 1. Both \[5\] and \[6\] show that, when a sufficiently charged electron bunch collides with an intense laser pulse, depletion of the laser pulse can become significant, with

\[\text{FIG. 1. The number } N_T \text{ of radiating electrons required to see significant depletion plotted as a function of } \gamma_e \text{ and } a_0. \text{ Black curves indicate the depletion thresholds } a_0(\gamma_e) \text{ when } N_T = 10^9, 10^{10} \text{ and } 10^{11}. \text{ The dashed white curves represent } \omega' \Delta x = \text{ const } \gg 1, \text{ so that photon emission is incoherent across the relevant parameter space. Left: using } (4). \text{ Right: using } (6) \text{ below.} \]
the originally strong EM field turning weak. The required number of electrons is quite typical for an EM avalanche \[\alpha\] where an intense laser produces a copious amount of high energy photons and subsequently electron-positron pairs. As the required electron densities are quite substantial, we briefly address the issue of coherence effects. To this end we note that the inter-electronic distance \(\Delta \sim \lambda / \sqrt{N_F}\) remains much larger than the emitted photon wavelength \(\approx 1 / \omega\). As a result, \(\omega \Delta \gg 1\) (see Fig. 1), a well established criterion for hard photon emission to be incoherent \[\alpha\].

Second, we refine the depletion threshold estimate by calculating the quantum corrections to the average number of absorbed photons taking into account the probabilistic nature of photon emission. In line with the current understanding of high-intensity laser matter interactions in the quantum regime, we model photon emission as succession of incoherent one-photon events \[\alpha\]. There will be regimes where this assumption becomes challenged, for instance when extreme field strengths are reached such that \(\alpha \chi^{2/3} \gtrsim 1\). In this case, higher-order diagrams such as self-energy corrections \[\alpha\] and coherent multi-photon emission \[\alpha\] can no longer be neglected. A detailed investigation of higher-order effects is clearly beyond the scope of the present study, but we can at least state that \(\alpha \chi^{2/3} \lesssim 0.1\) for our parameter range. It is thus sufficient to introduce one-particle emission probabilities \(dP^e_\gamma / ds\), which are differential in the number of photons \(s\) absorbed from the laser field. The average amount of energy \(\langle s' \rangle\) drawn from the laser field in a single photon emission or pair production is then \(\langle s' \rangle = \omega(s)\), with the average number of absorbed laser photons given by the expectation value \(s = Z^{-1} \int ds s (dP^e_\gamma / ds)\) with normalization integral \(Z = \int ds dP^e_\gamma / ds\).

In a monochromatic plane wave laser field, taken to be circularly polarized for simplicity, the variable \(s\) is discrete and describes the emission of higher harmonics due to absorption of \(s\) laser photons. Introducing the usual quasi-momentum \(q = p + (m^2 \alpha^2_0 / 2 k \cdot p) k\) (and analogously for \(q'\), whence \(q^2 = q'^2 = m^2\)), kinematics become encoded in quasi-momentum conservation, \(q + sk = q' + k'\). The partial probabilities (per unit time), \(P^e_\gamma\), were calculated long ago \[\alpha\] and give the total probability for Compton photon emission when summed over all harmonics: \(P^e_\gamma = \sum_{s=1}^\infty P^e_\gamma\). For large values of \(a_0 \gg 1\), the number \(s\) of harmonics contributing grows like \(s \sim a_0^4\), hence can be assumed quasi-continuous. The sum may thus be replaced by an integral over \(s\) with integrand \[\alpha\].

\[
\frac{dP^e_\gamma}{ds} = 4\alpha \omega_0 \left(\frac{2}{s}\right)^{2/3} \int_0^1 \frac{dt}{(1 + su_1)^2} \left\{ -\Phi^2(\eta) + a_0^2 \left(\frac{2}{s}\right)^{2/3} \left[ 1 + \frac{s^2 u_1^2}{2(1 + su_1)} \right] \left[ \eta^2 \Phi^2(\eta) + \Phi'(\eta)^2 \right] \right\}.
\] (6)

\(\Phi\) and \(\Phi'\) denote the Airy function and its derivative, their argument being \(\eta(s,t) = (s/2)^{2/3} \left[ 1 - 4a_0^2 (m/m_0)^2 r(t-1) \right]\), with \(t = u/(su_1) = (k' \cdot k) / (\omega' \cdot k)\) and \(u_1 = 2(k \cdot p) / m_0^2\). The dependence of \(dP^e_\gamma / ds\) on \(s\) is shown in Fig. 2b. The maximum corresponding to the most probable number of absorbed photons shifts towards lower values of \(s\) with increase of initial electron energy. In Fig. 2a the dependence of \(s(\gamma)\) on the parameter \(a_0\) shows an increase of the number of absorbed photons with the EM field strength, but indicates a dependence different from the classical behavior, \(s_0 \sim a_0^4\); the most probable number of absorbed photons also depends on the parameter \(\chi_e\) as given by the fit \(s(\gamma) = 0.54 a_0^4 / (1 + 1.49 \gamma_e^{-0.59})\).

Using \(\chi_e = 2\gamma_0 a_0 \omega / m\), the threshold for depletion becomes \(a_0^{1.08} \chi_0^{0.92} N_F \approx 6.8 \times 10^{11}\). For instance, when \(a_0 = 10^4\), we find a value of \(N_F \approx 10^{11} - 12\), cf. Fig. 1 (right), which is larger than \(N_F \approx 10^{10}\) predicted by the simple estimate \[\alpha\], but still within reach of EM avalanches \[\alpha\].

We note that for classical synchrotron emission it is straightforward to relate radiated to absorbed power, because of the continuity of emission. In the quantum case a typical interaction of an electron beam with an intense laser pulse proceeds via multiple emissions, each of them potentially resulting in a significant change of the electron momentum. To characterize such interactions one uses simulation codes with QED modules, which take into account multi-photon Compton and Breit-Wheeler processes. For these codes to be used for depletion calculations, each Compton process needs to be characterized by photon energy, angle of emission and the number of absorbed photons. Furthermore, in numerical (QED-PIC) simulations of multi-stage emission processes, which lead to the formation of avalanches/cascades, photon and electron emission angles strongly determine the probability of the subsequent pair production or photon emission process, respectively \[\alpha\]. We hence proceed by calculating these quantities.

The probabilities \(dP^e_\gamma / ds\) determine the number distribution of photons absorbed from the laser field in a single high-frequency photon emission. In what follows, we relate \(dP^e_\gamma / ds\) to the distribution \(dP^e_\gamma / d\chi_e\) of the scattered photon longitudinal momentum \(\chi_e \sim k \cdot k'\), which determines the intensity of the emitted high-energy photon radiation, via the chain rule:

\[
\frac{dP^e_\gamma}{d\chi_e} = \frac{ds (\chi_e)}{ds} \frac{dP^e_\gamma}{d\chi_e}.
\] (7)

where the functional relation \(s = s(\chi_e)\) is unknown. From the \(t\)-integral in \[\alpha\] we see that the integrand is sharply peaked at \(t = 1/2\). Using energy momentum conservation we can solve \(t = u/(su_1) = 1/2\) for \(s\) with the result

\[
s(\chi_e) = \frac{\alpha_0^3}{\chi_e} \frac{\chi_e}{\chi_e - \chi_0}.
\] (8)

This is valid for \(a_0 \gg 1\) and reproduces the leading order of the related result \(18\) in \[\alpha\]. A direct numerical determination of \(s(\chi_e)\) from \[\alpha\] shows excellent agreement with \[\alpha\].
most important range of $s \sim a_0^3$ (but deviates for $s \to 0$). Thus, when a Compton photon with a given value of $\chi_s$ is emitted, the number of laser photons drawn from the laser field can safely be estimated using (8) within the model of one-photon incoherent emission.\footnote{A formula completely analogous to (8) holds for the Breit-Wheeler process, $p+\gamma \to e^+e^-$, which becomes possible above a threshold in photon number, $s \gtrsim s_0 = 2a_0(1+a_0^2)/\chi_T$. Details will be discussed elsewhere.}

\begin{equation}
\tan \theta = k_{\perp}' / k_{\parallel}' = \frac{4a_0 \gamma}{4\gamma_e^2 - a_0^2}.
\end{equation}

where $a_0, \gamma_e \gg 1$. This coincides with the classical emission angle \cite{13} and is indeed consistent with the findings of \cite{13}: As long as $\gamma_e \gg a_0$, the photons are predominantly emitted in the forward direction, with $\theta \sim a_0 / \gamma_e \ll 1$. However, as $a_0$ increases, significant photon emission takes place in the perpendicular direction. This can be understood classically, in particular in the ARF where $a_0 \sim 2 \gamma_e (p^{-} = m_e)$, so that $\theta = \pi / 2$ as required for circular (synchrotron) motion in the transverse plane as well as by \cite{10}. Equivalently, this follows from the classical equation of motion by calculating $\tan \theta = (\pi_\perp / \pi_r)_{\text{rms}}$, the ratio of the rms values of the classical electron momentum components in the laser field $A$, $\pi^\mu = p^\mu - eA^\mu + (ep\cdot A - e^2 A^2 / 2) k^\mu / k \cdot p$.

Going back to Fig. 3 we see that the distribution of emitted photons is essentially supported on a straight line, $k_{\parallel}' / k_{\perp}' = \text{const}$ (with an angular spread of the order $1 / a_0 \ll 1$), which intersects the ellipse (9) in a single point. To relate back to the topic of depletion we recall Fig. 1 (right), which tells us that we have to stay away from the axes and the origin in the $a_0, \gamma_e$ plane according to our assumption of incoherent emission. The ‘safe’ regime is thus $a_0 \sim \gamma_e \gg 1$, so that in terms of the emission angle we need to stay away from collinear emission, $a_0 \ll \gamma_e$ or $a_0 \gg \gamma_e$. Thus, in the generic regime of interest, $a_0 \sim \gamma_e \gg 1$, there is substantial transverse emission, cf. Fig. 3, right, for which the emission angle is about 50°, with a depletion threshold of $N_T \approx 10^{10}$ according to Fig. 1.

In this letter we have reconsidered the multi-photon Compton process in strong EM fields, focussing on the energy loss of the laser due to absorption, which transforms the initially strong fields into weak ones. We found that this phenomenon has an intensity threshold of $a_0 \sim 10^3$, and requires $N_T \gtrsim 6.8 \times 10^{11} e^{0.92} a_0^{-1.08}$ electrons per laser wavelength cubed, according to the numerical fit in Fig. 2. We have neglected coherent photon emission, which is valid when $a_0 \sim \gamma_e \gg 1$. It is expected that the depletion threshold will be overcome in the case of EM avalanches. Thus, laser depletion will not just be due to pair creation as considered previously, but must also be taken into account in laser photon absorption.

We have further analyzed the photon emission rates differential in multi-photon number $s$ and discovered that they strongly peak at a value $s_0$, recall (8), which determines the direction of the photon emission relative to the initial electron momentum direction in terms of an emission angle, $\theta$, via (10). For generic depletion parameters, $a_0 \sim \gamma_e \gg 1$, one finds substantial emission in transverse direction. In the collinear
In future work, we want to understand the effect of depletion on the emission probabilities. This will require estimating the effect of a decreasing $a_0$ on e.g. \[5\], building on previous work such as \[33\].
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